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A useful translation is one from which 

human readers accurately understand 

“who did what to whom, when, where, why and how”

from the original input sentence.

However…



Most commonly used MT evaluation metrics (aka BLEU)

fail to accurately reflect translation utility
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MT1 So far , the sale in the mainland of China for nearly two months of SK - II 
line of products . 

MT2 So far , nearly two months sk - ii the sale of products in the mainland of 
China to resume sales . 

MT3 So far , in the mainland of China to stop selling nearly two months of SK - 2 
products sales resumed . 

REF Until after their sales had ceased in mainland China for almost two months , 
sales of the complete range of SK - II products have now been resumed . 

SRC 至此 ， 在 中国 内地 停售 了 近 两 个 月 的 ＳＫ－Ⅱ全线 产品 恢复 销 。

[sentBLEU: 0.124, best]

[sentBLEU: 0.012, worst]

[sentBLEU: 0.013, better]

Worst

Better

Best



How can we solve the problem?
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Semantic frames / semantic role labels

captures the event structure of a sentence 
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Represents in a predicate-argument structure

• Predicate verb 

• A number of semantic arguments labeled with functional roles

Provides high level understanding of a sentence



Example: Higher-utility (more adequate) translation

More SRL matches, 

but fewer N-gram and syntax-subtree matches!
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[REF] Until after their sales had ceased in mainland China for almost two months , sales of the complete range of SK – II products have now be resumed .

whendid where didwhatwhat when

when

[MT3] So far , in the mainland of China to stop selling nearly two months of SK - 2 products sales resumed . 

when whenwhere did what did

what

[MT1] So far , the sale in the mainland of China for nearly two months of SK - II line of products . 

N-gram MT1 MT3 Syntax-subtree MT1 MT3 SRL MT1 MT3

1-gram matches 15 15 1-level subtree matches 34 35 Predicate matches 0 2

2-gram matches 4 4 2-level subtree matches 8 6 Argument matches 0 2

3-gram matches 3 1 3-level subtree matches 2 1

4-gram matches 1 0 4-level subtree matches 0 0



Why would it work?
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Accuracy of automatic SRL, over 75%

English

ASSERT (Pradhan et al., 2004); SENNA (Collobert et al., 2009); 

MATE (Bjorkelund et al., 2009); MATEPLUS (Roth and Woodsend, 2014) and lots more!

Chinese

C-ASSERT (Wu et al., 2006); MATE

Spanish

MATE

German

MATEPLUS

Using SRL significantly improved other NLP tasks



YiSi
romanization of the Cantonese word “意思” (meaning)
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Design principles of YiSi
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Desirable characteristics of MT quality metrics:

• Accurately reflect translation adequacy

• Inexpensive (minimal data resources)

• Representational transparency for scientific error analysis



Overview of YiSi algorithm
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1. Automatic shallow semantic parser extracts the event 

structure of both sentences

2. Maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm aligns 

the semantic frames between the two sentences 

according to the token similarity of the predicates

3. For each pair of the aligned frames,

maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm aligns 

the arguments between the two sentences 

according to the segmental similarity of the role fillers

4. Compute the weighted f-score over the aligned 

predicates and arguments with matching role labels



YiSi score computation
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𝑤 𝑢 = weight of unit 𝑢
𝑠 𝑒, 𝑓 = similarity of unit 𝑒 and 𝑓

𝑠𝑝 റ𝑒, റ𝑓 =
σ𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑏 σ𝑘=0

𝑛−1𝑤(𝑒𝑎+𝑘) ∙ 𝑠(𝑒𝑎+𝑘 , 𝑓𝑏+𝑘)

σ𝑎σ𝑘=0
𝑛−1𝑤(𝑒𝑎+𝑘)

𝑠𝑟 റ𝑒, റ𝑓 =
σ𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎 σ𝑘=0

𝑛−1𝑤(𝑓𝑏+𝑘) ∙ 𝑠(𝑒𝑎+𝑘 , 𝑓𝑏+𝑘)

σ𝑏σ𝑘=0
𝑛−1𝑤(𝑓𝑏+𝑘)

𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝐸 = set of ARG 𝑗 of aligned frame 𝑖 in E

𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝐹 = set of ARG 𝑗 of aligned frame 𝑖 in F

𝑤𝑖
𝐸 =

#tokens filled in aligned frame 𝑖 of E

total # tokens in E

𝑤𝑖
𝐹 =

#tokens filled in aligned frame 𝑖 of F

total # tokens in F
𝑤𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 0.25 ∙ count pred in ℱ

𝑤𝑗 = count ARG 𝑗 in ℱ

𝑠𝑟𝑙𝑝 =

σ𝑖𝑤𝑖
𝐸
𝑤𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 + σ𝑗𝑤𝑗𝑠𝑝 𝑒𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑓𝑖,𝑗

𝑤𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 + σ𝑗𝑤𝑗 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝐸

σ𝑖𝑤𝑖
𝐸

𝑠𝑟𝑙𝑟 =

σ𝑖𝑤𝑖
𝐹
𝑤𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 + σ𝑗𝑤𝑗𝑠𝑟 𝑒𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑓𝑖,𝑗

𝑤𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 + σ𝑗𝑤𝑗 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝐹

σ𝑖𝑤𝑖
𝐹

precision = 𝛽𝑠𝑟𝑙𝑝 + 1− 𝛽 𝑠𝑝 𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡

recall = 𝛽𝑠𝑟𝑙𝑟 + 1− 𝛽 𝑠𝑟 𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡

YiSi =
precision ∙ recall

𝛼 ∙ precision + 1 − 𝛼 ∙ recall

YiSi

hyp srl inp/ref srl

frame i frame i

arg j arg j

𝒔𝒑(𝒆𝒊,𝒋, 𝒇𝒊,𝒋)

arg 0pred arg m pred

frame 0 frame n frame 0 frame n… … … …

……

precision recall

hyp sent
inp/ref 

sent

𝒔𝒓(𝒆𝒊,𝒋, 𝒇𝒊,𝒋)

𝟏 − 𝜶 𝜶

𝒘𝒊
𝑬𝒘𝟎

𝑬 𝒘𝒏
𝑬

𝒘𝒊
𝑭𝒘𝟎

𝑭 𝒘𝒏
𝑭

𝒘𝟎 𝒘𝒋 𝒘𝒎 𝒘𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒘𝒋

𝟏 − 𝜷 𝜷𝜷 𝟏 − 𝜷

𝒘𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒅

𝒔𝒑(𝒆𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕, 𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕)

𝒔𝒓(𝒆𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕, 𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕)

𝒔(𝒆, 𝒇)

…

𝒆𝒂 𝒆𝒌

…

𝒇𝒃 𝒇𝒍

𝒘(𝒆) 𝒘(𝒇)



YiSi-1

MT evaluation metric
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Requirements:

• Human reference translation for evaluating the lexical semantic similarity and the 

importance weighting 

• Inverse document frequency in the reference document

• Large monolingual corpus for building the word embeddings

• Word embedding models, e.g. word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)

• Contextual embeddings, e.g. BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)

𝑣 𝑢 = embedding of unit 𝑢

𝑠 𝑒, 𝑓 = cos 𝑣 𝑒 , 𝑣 𝑓

𝑤 𝑢 = 𝑖𝑑𝑓 𝑢 = log(1 +
𝔽 + 1

𝔽∋𝑢 + 1
)

YiSi-1

ref hyp

embeddings

score

semantic
parser 



YiSi-0

MT evaluation metric for low-resource languages
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What if we do not have access to a large monolingual corpus?

• Using longest common substring to determine the word similarity

𝑙 𝑒, 𝑓 = longest common substring of 𝑒 and 𝑓

𝑠 𝑒, 𝑓 =
2 ∙ 𝑙(𝑒, 𝑓)

𝑒 + 𝑓

YiSi-0

ref hyp

score



YiSi-2

MT quality estimation metric
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What if we don’t have access to a human reference translation?

• Word weights are estimated in the input and output language respectively

• Using bilingual/multilingual embeddings

• bivec (Luong  et  al.,  2015)

• using parallel sentences

• vecmap (Artetxe et al., 2016)

• using dictionary pairs to transform two monolingual embedding models into the same space

𝑤 𝑢 = 𝑖𝑑𝑓 𝑢 = log(1 +
𝔽 + 1

𝔽∋𝑢 + 1
)

𝑤 𝑒 = 𝑖𝑑𝑓 𝑒 = log(1 +
𝔼 + 1

𝔼∋𝑒 + 1
)

𝑤 𝑓 = 𝑖𝑑𝑓 𝑓 = log(1 +
𝔽 + 1

𝔽∋𝑓 + 1
)

YiSi-2

inp hyp

embeddings

score

semantic
parsers 



WMT18 

Metrics task
Performance in MT evaluation
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Correlation with human at segment level
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Correlation with human at system level
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WMT18 

Parallel Corpus Filtering task
Application in identifying parallel sentences

(Joint work with Michel Simard, Darlene Stewart, 

Samuel Larkin, Cyril Goutte and Patrick Littell)
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WMT18 parallel corpus filtering task
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Ranking sentence pairs in web crawled noisy German-English corpora 

according to usefulness to train SMT/NMT system

Usefulness to train MT system

• Parallelism

• Fluency/grammaticality on both sides

• Coverage of source and target vocabularies



Internal experiments:

Precision on hand annotated subset
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• YiSi-1: using SMT to translate 

German side into English

• YiSi-2: using bivec to build bilingual 

word representation works almost as 
well

features precision

random 0.312

hunalign 0.624

YiSi-1 precision | recall 0.796 | 0.763

YiSi-1_srl precision | recall 0.559 | 0.559

YiSi-2 precision | recall 0.753 | 0.731

YiSi-2_srl precision | recall 0.441 | 0.452

HMM p(f|e) | p(e|f) 0.753 | 0.753

s2v d100 cosine 0.435

s2v Mahalanobis 0.634

perplexity ratio 0.538

POS perplexity ratio 0.441

perplexity de. | en. 0.419 | 0.355

POS perplexity de. | en. 0.376 | 0.462

regression 0.763

de2en

MT
YiSi-1

de

en

score

YiSi-2

en

scorede

emb

.

emb.



Internal experiments:

MT quality check
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Precision on hand annotated dev set 

positively correlated to the resulted MT quality



100M performance
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[Credit: Philipp Koehn]



10M performance
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[Credit: Philipp Koehn]



Overall performance
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[Credit: Philipp Koehn]



What’s new in YiSi this year?
YiSi-2 in WMT19 parallel corpus filtering task

(Joint work with Gabriel Bernier-Colborne)
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WMT19 parallel corpus filtering task
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Ranking sentence pairs in web crawled noisy 

Nepali-English and Sinhala-English corpora 

according to usefulness to train SMT/NMT system

Challenges

• Low volume of “clean” parallel data: 500-600k pairs

• Domain mismatch

• “Clean” data: IT/religious/subtitles

• “Dirty” data: Anything from the web <- e.g. song lists, TV program…

• MT system: Wikipedia



Burning hot results!
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Rank              10 4 7 3 12 8 7 5 1412 4 8 1016 914 613 8 3 312154 91074 9151311



What’s new in YiSi this year?
Using contextual embeddings from BERT
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Using contextual embeddings from BERT
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Word embeddings are static representation

• Not able to distinguish between different senses

Contextual embeddings are dynamic representation

• Captures the surrounding context of a word (subword unit)

• Obtain different embeddings for the same subword unit appearing in 

different sentence 



Burning hot results:

Significantly improved correlation with human!
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YiSi-1-bert 0.391   0.544 0.397 0.299   0.352 0.301 0.254

YiSi-1-bert_srl      0.396 0.543   0.390   0.303 0.351   0.297   0.253

YiSi-1-bert 0.548   0.734   0.599   0.549   0.427 0.402   0.371

YiSi-1-bert_srl      -- 0.719       -- -- -- -- 0.368



At system level as well!
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YiSi-1-bert          0.990 0.998      0.986      0.994     0.993 0.830      0.988

YiSi-1-bert_srl    0.989     0.999 0.987      0.993     0.993 0.793      0.989

YiSi-1-bert         0.993     0.995 0.988 0.979 0.993 0.929      0.977

YiSi-1-bert_srl      -- 0.995 -- -- -- -- 0.976  



What else is in progress?
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Server-client mode of YiSi-2 for users to validate human translations

Extensive studies on contextual embeddings in YiSi

Integrating YiSi into popular NMT toolkits

Final words…

STOP reporting BLEU only!!! щ(ºДºщ)



YiSi –

an open-source evaluation metric 

and its application

https://github.com/chikiulo/YiSi
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